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To Professor Heinz Longer on the occassion of his 50th birthday 
1. Introduction 
The complex-valued function / defined on the interval (—2a, 2a), 0 i s 
called Hermitian if f(—x)=f(x) for every x£(—2a, 2a). Let x be a nonnegative 
integer. The Hermitian function / i s said to have x negative squares if the matrix 
(1) (/(*<-*;))?,;=! 
has at most % negative eigenvalues for any choice of n and x1} ..., xnZ(—a, a), and 
for some choice of n and xlt..., xn the matrix (1) has exactly x negative eigenvalues. 
Denote by 0P™;a) the class of all Hermitian functions defined on (—2a, 2a) which 
are continuous (measurable, respectively) and which have x negative squares. 
In [1] the question was raised if /€^3™ „ implies that / is locally bounded on 
(—2a, 2a). The aim of this note is to answer this question in the affirmative (Theorem 
1). Therefore in [1] in the definition of a the condition of local boundednes of / can 
be dropped. We mention that an arbitrary positive definite function / (that is x=0) 
is bounded. If, however, %>0, then there exist nonmeasurable functions with x 
negative sguares which are unbounded on each subinterval of (—ia, 2a), see [1]. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1, of the decomposition result in [1] and of [3, 
Theorem 2] we show that an arbitrary function has at least one continuation 
in (Theorem 3). An extension of Theorem 1 to locally compact groups is given 
in Section 3. A survey and a bibliography on functions with a finite number of nega-
tive squares can be found in [4]. 
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2. The main result 
Theo rem 1. Jf /€^3™ „ then f is locally bounded on ( -2a , 2a). 
Proof . We show that / is bouiided on every interval It=[—2a+5, 2a—5], 
0<<5<a. For c > 0 the function / + c has at most x negative squares. Therefore we 
can suppose that / ( 0 ) > 0 . If K > 0, define 
5 * / = 1/(01 < K}. 
The sets SKf are measurable and we have 
lim k(SKf) = 4a J - . « » 
where A denotes the Lebesgue measure. I f / i s not bounded on I s then there exists a 
sequence {/„}~c/a with | / ( O I — °°- Let K > 0 be such that 
(2) X(SKf) > 4a—¿/x3 and 0€SK / . 
We show that for every n = 1, 2 , . . . there exist elements jc^, ..., x ^ j with the fol-
lowing properties: 
(3) xln)e[-5/2,S/2] = Js for i = l , . . . , x + l and jc{n) = 0, 
(4) x^ -x<f>eS K f for i,j= l , . . . , x + l , 
(5) x^-x^ + tn£SKf for i,j = 1, . . . , x + l , i jt'j. 
Let x("^=0, and suppose that l s l < x + l , have been found such that 
(3), (4) and (5)hold with A:+l replaced by/. For each i=\,...,l we define 
Mi = (SKf+xnnJs, Nt = (SKf+xln)-t„)DJi, Qt = (SKf+xl* + t„)nJs. 
From | ^ n ) ± i „ | < 2 a - 5 / 2 and (2) it follows that . 
( 0 {(Ji\Mt)l>(Js\Nj)U(Ji\Qm)})^l3S/^s5 = X(Ji) 
i.j.m^l 
and so 
A( n ( M ( n ^ n e j ) > o . 
Let be an arbitrary element of the set f | (Af (nA^ngm ) . Then (3), (4) and 
t.j,m=l 
(5) hold with x + 1 replaced by /+1 . Therefore, for every « = 1 , 2 , . . . we can 
choose x*f\ ..., so that (3), (4) and (5) are satisfied. Now let . . . , z£>+a be 
defined by 
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We consider the matrix 
A(n) = (a<;>)2*ti = (/(zi-> -Zj">))?.y= 
The relations (3), (4) and (5) imply K l i . a / N K l i w - i l = 1/(01, /=1 , + l 
and \etff\ < K for the other entries of Aw. Using these facts it is easy to see that by 
setting Z><n)=det (e//j\J=v r=l, ...,2x+2, we have 
lim ^fiVl/WI" = (~ l)r» r = 1, ...,*+1, 
lim D£\J\f{tB)\* = (-1/, r = 1,..., x, 
Di">> 0. 
It follows that for it sufficiently large, the signs in the sequence 
1 ,Dl°\Din\...,Di$+i 
change exactly x + l times. Consequently, by Frobenius's rule the matrix A(n) has 
x+l negative eigenvalues. This is a contradiction to the assumption that / h a s exactly 
x negative squares. The theorem is proved. 
Combining Theorem 1 and the decomposition theorem in [1] we have the follow-
ing 
Theo rem 2. Every function /(E^P™. a admits a unique decomposition 
(7) № = f c ( f ) + m ( - 2 a < f < 2 a ) 
such that /c€^i0, and /(0=0 a.e. on (-2a, 2a). 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If a. is finite then fZ^.^is bounded on (-2a, 2a). 
Indeed, in the decomposition (7) the function fc is bounded on (—2a, 2a) accord-
ing to [2] a n d / is bounded as it is a positive definite function. 
Theo rem 3. Lei where 0 < a < ° ° and x is a nonnegative integer. Then 
there exists a function /€^P™;oo such that 
f(t) =f(t) ( - 2 a < i < 2 a ) . 
Proof . By Theorem 2 the function/admits a decomposition 
f ( t ) = m + m (~2a^t^2a) 
such that f s ^ o - a and / , ( 0 = 0 a.e. on (~2a,2a). In [2] it was shown that 
fe has an extension and by Theorem 2 in [3]/, has an extension 
If we set f=fc+j, we have and f(t)=?(t) ( - 2 a < f < 2 a ) . 
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3. Some remarks 
1. Let x again be a nonnegative integer. The definition of a function with x nega-
tive squares can be formulated on a group G as follows. Suppose that / i s a complex-
valued function defined on a symmetric set VczG which contains the unit of G and 
has the property that f(g~y)=f(g) for every g£ V. The function/is said to have x 
negative squares if the matrix 
(8) (/(ifcg/1))?,/-! 
has at most x negative eigenvalues for any choice of « and glt..., g„€ V for which 
gigJ^ V ( / ,7=1, . . . ,« ) , and if for some choice of n and gi,..,g„ the matrix (8) 
has exactly x negative eigenvalues. We denote by the set of functions on F which 
have x negative squares. If G is a locally compact group with Haar measure A and Vis 
A-measurable we set 
K = [fZtyx-.v- f is A-measurable on V}. 
It is not hard to see that the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 can be used in order 
to show the following result. 
T h e o r e m V. Let G be a locally compact group and /£ Ĵ™. v where V is an open 
symmetric subset of G. Then f is locally bounded, that is,f is bounded on every compact 
set KcV. 
2. It follows immediately from Theorem 2 that a function with s e a l 
cannot vanish almost everywhere on (—2a, 2a). This fact remains valid for func-
tions on a locally compact group. In order to see this we need the following. 
L e m m a 1. Let G be an arbitrary group and If then V can be covered 
with finitely many translates of the support of f . 
P r o o f . Let glt ...,g„€V be such that the matrix A=(f(gigJ1))"J=1 has x 
negative eigenvalues. Suppose that V cannot be covered with finitely many translates 
of S u p p / = {g€ V:f(g)?iO}. Then there exists a g£ V for which (Supp f ) g j \ 
/ , 7 = 1 , . . . , « . Let tx, ...,t2n be defined by 
h = gi> t„ = gn, tnAri = gtg,..., t^ = g„g. 
Then we have 
^ = ( / ( W l ) ) 5 = x = °A). 
Thus B has 2x negative eigenvalues, a contradiction. 
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C o r o l l a r y 2. Let G be a locally compact group and let /€^P" v where A ( F ) > 0 . 
If x^ 1 then f cannot vanish almost everywhere on V. 
The au thor is indebted t o Professor Heinz Langer f o r suggesting the problem dis-
cussed in this pape r and for several helpful discussions. 
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